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A screen of closely spaced, parallel, thin wires was placed downstream of a grid 
generating nearly isotropic turbulence. The screen was normal to the flow and was 
heated in one of two modes : (1) periodically in time, to generate a train of transversely 
uniform streamwise thermal ramps, each with a uniform streamwise gradient, and 
(2) steadily, with transverse non-uniformity, to generate a uniform transverse 
thermal ramp. The simple temperature and temperature-gradient fluctuation statis- 
tical properties in both cases were found to be comparable to those encountered in 
earlier works with a steadily heated grid producing a uniform transverse thermal 
ramp. In both modes of heating the temperature fluctuations decreased initially 
behind the screen and then increased monotonically. The turbulent heat-transfer cor- 
relation coefficient attained an asymptotic magnitude between 0.7 and 0.8 for both 
modes of heating. The skewness of the temperature-fluctuation derivative in the 
direction of the mean gradient was founded to be non-zero despite the absence of mean 
shear. 

1. Introduction 
Transport of a passive scalar contaminant in nearly isotropic turbulence was first 

investigated theoretically by Corrsin (1952). His initial inference that a transverse 
linear temperature gradient would remain linear as it was transported by the flow 
has been confirmed experimentally by Wiskind (1962), Alexopoulos & Keffer (1971), 
Venkataramani & Chevray (1977), and Sirivat & Warhaft (1983). The first three 
papers report experiments with heated grids, while the last one reports experiments 
with two kinds of heating screens separate from the grid. Corrsin also predicted that 
the level of temperature fluctuations would increase indefinitely with transport time 
or streamwise distance if molecular conductivity were neglected. His crude theoretical 
estimate of the heat-flux correlation coefficient, using both material and spatial 
coordinates, gave what has been found to be the right order of magnitude, roughly 
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0.5. The individual results on both the development of temperature fluctuations 
and the heat-flux correlation coefficient are quantitatively distinct, and a deeper 
theoretical approach is certainly needed. 

In  the present investigation, a streamwise linear temperature gradient was imposed 
on isotropic grid turbulence to compare with the foregoing transverse-gradient 
experiments. This case differs principally in that its mean-temperature gradient is 
in the direction of turbulence inhomogeneity (all of the turbulence fields were 
transversely homogeneous, but axially inhomogeneous owing to the turbulence 
decay). Both kinds of experiments also allow an investigation of possible tendencies 
toward local isotropy of the temperature field in isotropic grid turbulence, although 
only at modest Reynolds and P6clet numbers. 

The question of local isotropy, proposed for velocity fields by Kolmogorov (1941) 
and for temperature fields by Oboukhov (1949) and Corrsin (1952), has been 
investigated experimentally in many types of turbulent flows. At  very large Reynolds 
numbers, local isotropy of the velocity field appears to be approximately valid, a t  
least for moderately sensitive quantities such as the mean-square intensity of the 
velocity-fluctuation derivatives and the energy spectra (e.g. Champagne 1978; 
Mestayer 1982) ; however, both Gibson, Friehe & McConnell (1977) and Tavoularis 
& Corrsin (1981) have reported some measurements of the velocity-fluctuation 
derivatives skewnesses which depart significantly with values consistent with local 
isotropy. 

It has been increasingly well established that the temperature fields embedded in 
even roughly locally isotropic velocity fields may not themselves be locally isotropic. 
Beginning with Gibson, Stegen & Williams (1970) and Freymuth & Uberoi (1971), 
investigators have measured and used the skewness of the temperature-fluctuation 
derivatives as a measure of the local anisotropy of the temperature field, since, by 
reflectional symmetry, they should all vanish if the temperature field is locally 
isotropic. The skewness of the temperature-fluctuation derivative 

behind a uniformly heated grid (zero mean-temperature gradient) was measured by 
Antonia et al. (1978). They found that Se,, attained a constant value (for 
29 < z l / M  < 115) of about -0.3. They attributed this anisotropy to the thermal 
wakes of the grid rods, and they reduced it to virtually zero by introducing a second, 
unheated, grid downstream. S was also measured with zero mean-temperature 
gradient behind a uniformly heated screen placed downstream of a grid by 
Sreenivasan et al. (1980), and found to decrease from a value of 0.7 close to the screen 
to a value of 0.08 for distances greater than 60 screen mesh lengths from the screen. 

Sreenivasan, Antonia & Britz (1979) show a figure that summarizes data on So,, 
in shear flows (with mean flow in the z1 direction and dominant shear in the z2 
direction) from several authors. Data from heated jets, heated wakes, cooled wakes, 
a heated boundary layer and an atmospheric boundary layer give an average ISo, I 
of 0.8 for R, 2 50. Since then, Tavoularis & Corrsin (1981) have reported IS,, I = 0.9s 
in a homogeneous shear flow with the mean temperature gradient parallel to the mean 
shear. Further investigation of the skewness of the temperature-fluctuation derivative 
was done by Sreenivasan & Tavoularis (1980), who conclude that Se,, is non-zero only 
when the mean-velocity gradient and the mean-temperature gradient are both non- 
zero (see also Gibson et al. 1977). However, the earlier studies do not include 
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measurements of the skewness of the temperature-fluctuation derivatives parallel to 
an imposed mean-temperature gradient in unsheared turbulence. Such measurements 
in shear flows (see e.g. Sreenivasan, Antonia & Danh 1977 ; Tavoularis & Corrsin 1981) 
have revealed significant non-zero skewness, but this might be attributed to the 
presence of shear. Here we have measured the skewnesses of the temperature- 
fluctuation derivatives both parallel and normal to the mean-temperature gradient 
in isotropic grid turbulence. Also, a qualitative explanation of the observed non-zero 
skewness in shear flows (Tavoularis & Corrsin 1981) will be modified to apply to 
unsheared turbulence. 

2. Experimental facilities and instrumentation 
The flow was produced in an open-discharge wind tunnel described by Rose (1966), 

with a test section nominally 30.5 cm square and 4.2 m long. An essentially constant 
mean speed in the core flow was obtained over the length of the test section by 
adjusting the walls of the tunnel. 

The turbulent field was generated by a biplanar mesh of 0.48 cm diameter round 
rods (this grid was used previously by Wiskind 1962) with 2.54 cm square mesh size 
and 0.34 solidity. Some preliminary measurements were made for comparison with 
the first such experiments by heating the horizontal rods as Wiskind did, but for all 
other measurements the grid was unheated. 

In  most cases, the temperature field was generated by a screen with 10 electrically 
insulated groups of equally spaced fine nichrome wires (Jelliff alloy C, 0.0051 cm 
diameter, 584 ohm/m) that was fitted into the tunnel at x, /M = 22. The wires ran 
horizontally across the tunnel and were spaced 0.40 cm apart, yielding a screen 
solidity of 1.2 %. We follow Warhaft & Lumley (1978) in using this extremely small 
solidity because its net production of turbulent energy was negligible. An earlier 
fine-mesh, parallel-wire screen used to generate a velocity-spectral ‘spike ’ in grid 
turbulence (Kellogg & Corrsin 1979) was of 4.7 % solidity, and nearly doubled the 
turbulent energy. For the transverse-gradient experiments each electrical group of 10 
fine wires was connected to a variable transformer, and the a.c. voltages were adjusted 
to obtain a transverse linear mean-temperature gradient. For the streamwise- 
gradient experiments the groups of wires were connected in parallel. In  the first 
streamwise gradient experiments, the d.c. voltage to the screen was simply turned 
on and off periodically using a power transistor as a switch (figure 1). As would be 
expected, the thermal response of the wires was that of a first-order system to a 
step-function input, i.e. exponential rise and drop-off. 

A special switching circuit was designed to supply the appropriate voltage function 
E(t) to the screen, such that a linear mean.temperature profile would be produced. 
Figure 2 (a)  is a qualitative sketch of the variable-duty cycle square wave that was 
supplied to the screen, while figure 2 ( b )  shows the idealized equivalent analog voltage 
signal. The frequency of the square-wave signal was large (4.5 kHz) compared with 
the thermal cut-off frequency of the wires in the screen, so the voltage square waves 
were smoothed thermally as shown in figure 2 ( c ) .  

Temperature measurements were made with a 1 pm diameter, 0.4 mm long 
platinum wire (DISA 55P31), operated at a constant current of 0.34 mA using a 
circuit designed by Tavoularis (19783). The velocity-fluctuation sensitivity of the 
wire a t  this current was found to be negligible. The -3 dB point in the frequency 
response of clean wires of this diameter was estimated by La Rue, Deaton &I, Gibson 
(1 975) and H~jstrup,  Rasmussen and Larsen (1 976) to be about 3 kHz. 
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To heating Screen D.c. supply circuit 
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FIQURE 1. The basic switching transistor configuration and the resulting voltage and typical 

mean-temperature profiles when the transistor is turned on and off. 

L Tconvection 4 no 
FIGURE 2. Generation of a linear streamwise mean-temperature gradient: (a) duty-cycle voltage 
signal applied to screen (duty cycles are not to scale, as there are actually about 170 duty cycles 
per ramp), (b )  idealized equivalent analog voltage signal, EJE, x 0.5; (c) typical resulting 
mean-temperature field. 

The streamwise-velocity fluctuations were measured with a 5 pm diameter, 1.2 mm 
long tungsten wire (DISA 55Pll), while for the transverse-velocity fluctuations a 
tungsten X-wire probe (DISA 55P51) with wires 5 pm diameter, 1.2 mm long and 
1 .O mm apart was used. All hot-wires were powered by constant-temperature 
anemometers (DISA 55D01) with an overheat of 1.8. All streamwise-velocity 
statistics were corrected for temperature sensitivity of the hot wire. The output of 
each wire of the X-wire probe was put through a signal conditioner (DISA 55D25), 
and the difference of the two outputs was obtained using a differential amplifier 
(Tektronix 5A22N). By adjustment of the gain of one of the signal conditioners, the 
response of the X-wire was made negligible to both streamwise velocity and 
temperature. All quantities measured were corrected for electronic noise as well as 
background velocity and/or temperature fluctuations. 

The voltages from the measuring devices were filtered with four pole analog filters 
with their -3 dB points set at 0.4 times the digitization frequency, then digitized 
on an A/D converter and fed into a PDP11/40 minicomputer, which processed the 
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data. Time averaging was used for the steady-heating experiments, while ensemble 
averaging was necessary for the intermittent-heating (streamwise-gradient) cases. In 
the latter cases, heating of the screen and sampling were synchronized by a Schmitt 
trigger connected to the A/D converter. Each realization of data consisted of many 
samples along a thermal ramp (the exact number of samples taken among each 
thermal ramp and the time interval between each sample was determined to best suit 
the statistical quantity being memured) averaged in phase with points from the next 
thermal ramp. Each ensemble average utilized data from lo00 thermal ramps, this 
being the minimum number of realizations found to produce repeatable statistics up 
to and including third-order moments. 

3. The measurements and preliminary analysis of results 
3.1. The mean-temperature and temperature-Juctuution jields 

Figure 3 shows measurements behind the screen in the preliminary case of heating 
with a square-wave voltage function. The mean-temperature profile changed as it was 
convected downstream owing to diffusion of heat tending to smooth steep gradients 
(for a detailed analysis of turbulent transport with variable mean gradients see 
O'Brien 1962). The r.m.8. temperature fluctuations exhibit two distinct maxima near 
the switching points of the heating system and a relatively uniform region in between. 
This is to be expected, because, in general, temperature-fluctuation production tends 
to increase with increasing mean-temperature gradients. At xl/M = 45 temperature 
fluctuations are still overwhelmingly due to the thermal wakes of the heated wires, 
while the production of new temperature fluctuations related to the mean-temperature 
gradient has had little effect yet. 

Measurements with the use of the special switching circuit to heat the screen are 
shown in figure 4. The mean-temperature profile was linear over approximately 9 grid 
mesh lengths (for comparison, in most previous investigations with transverse 
temperature gradients, the mean profile linearity extended over about 6 mesh 
lengths). Moreover, the linearity does not erode downstream, except where diffusion 
of heat has tended to smooth the relatively steep temperature gradients present at  
both ends of the thermal ramp. The mean gradient was - 3.7 OC/m (25.9 OC/s). The 
r.m.s. temperature fluctuations in this case were relatively constant transversely over 
about 8 mesh lengths. The temperature-fluctuation skewness factor in this region was 
O . O f O . l ,  and its flatness factor was about 3.0, both consistent with an effectively 
Gaussian probability density of the temperature fluctuations. 

Typical temperature measurements behind the steadily but non-uniformly heated 
screen are shown in figure 5. The mean temperature gradient was 4.3 OC/m, and the 
r.m.s. fluctuations were fairly constant transversely over about 6 mesh lengths, or 
about 7.5 integral scales, using the streamwise integral scale of the stream- 
wise velocity fluctuation, L, /M = 0.13(x1/M- 3)0.4 (Sreenivasan et al. 1980) with 

Temperature measurements were also made behind a grid whose horizontal rods 
were heated steadily, but non-uniformly. Figure 6 shows the mean-temperature 
profile and r.m.8. temperature fluctuations at xl/M = 90. The mean temperature 
gradient was 4.1 OC/m. 

XJM = 90. 

3.2. Autocorrelations and two-point correlations 
The two-point transverse temperature correlation curve and the temperature auto- 
correlation curve for the streamwise thermal ramp case are shown in figure 7. At 
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FIGURE 3. Mean temperature and r.m.s. temperature fluctuations; screen heated with a 
square-wave voltage function: 0, X J M  = 45; A, 83; 0, 119. 

x , /M = 90 the horizontal and vertical two-point transverse correlations were found 
to be nearly identical at several points, demonstrating reasonable transverse tem- 
perature axial symmetry and homogeneity. Since the ‘Taylor approximation ’ is good 
at these small turbulence levels, the autocorrelation might be expected to be very 
nearly equal to the two-point correlation along the gradient in a transverse-gradient 
experiment (for comparison see Wiskind 1962). Both the transverse and streamwise 
two-point temperature, streamwise-velocity correlation curves are shown in figure 8. 
These can be compared, and are similar t o  Wiskind’s two-point temperature, 
transverse-velocity curves (in both experiments one curve is along the gradient, while 
the other is normal to the gradient). 

3.3. Development of the turbulent heat-transfer correlation coefficient 
Figure 9 shows the streamwise evolution of the turbulent heat-transfer correlation 
coefficients parallel to the mean-temperature gradients. The plots contains present 
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FIGURE 4. Mean temperature and r.m.8. temperature fluctuations; linear streamwise 
temperature gradient. Symbols as in figure 3; plus 0,  X J M  = 66. 

results as well as some transverse-gradient results from Sirivat & Warhaft (1983) for 
a heated screen at x l / M  = 10 and for heating done in the plenum chamber of a wind 
tunnel. All results with heated screens approach asymptotic values between 0.7 and 
0.8. These values are considerably higher than those reported in the heated-grid 
experiments by Wiskind (0.48 at q / M =  102) and by Venkataramani & Chevray 
(0.58 at z J M  = 43.2). For a more direct comparison, some experiments were 
performed with the horizontal rods of the grid heated. The turbulent heat-transfer 
correlation coefficient was about 0.55 at z J M  = 45, and exceeded 0.7 just beyond 
x, /M = 100. This discrepancy between the present result and Wiskind's result may 
be due to the stronger non-uniformities in his temperature-fluctuation field, or to  the 
fact that his measuring system had a larger value of the low-end cutoff frequency. 

3.4. Temperature-Jluctuution-derivative statistics 
Figures 10 (a, b) show for the linear streamwise thermal ramp the development of the 
r.m.9. temperature differences (approximately, the derivatives) normalized with the 
mean-temperature gradient, and the development of the skewness of the same 
streamwise temperature differences. The streamwise difference was formed from the 
difference of two consecutive samples, one taken a preset time after the other. rl is 
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FIGURE 5. Mean temperature and r.m.8. temperature fluctuations at x J M  = 90; steady 
transverse temperature gradient generated with a heated screen. 

the effective probe spacing, i.e. rl = UAt. The temporal differences were thus 
converted to spatial differences using the ' Taylor approximation ' : 

1 
(AO/AXi)' (AO/At)', 

( AO/At)3 sez, = -s - 
et - [(m7zjy. 

Each point on the graph is the average taken over several locations along the central 
portion of a thermal ramp. The transverse difference was computed by taking the 
difference of the signals from two probes separated by the given distance, r2 or r3. 
The streamwise difference ratio could be brought closer to  the derivative value than 
the transverse difference could, because a smaller effective spacing between samples 
could be used before the signal-to-noise ratio deteriorated. The individual thermal 
wakes of the heating-screen wires cause an initial spike of the r.m.s. temperature 
differences which decreases until about x,/M = 66. The temperature differences 
would be expected to be initially skew. Sreenivasan et al. (1980) have measured Sozl 
behind a uniformly and steadily heated screen in grid-generated turbulence. 
Typically, Sox, = 0.7 at xe/Me = 10 (xe = xl-xSCreen and Me is the heating-wire 
spacing), decreasing to Sex, = 0.08 for Xee/Me = 60 (Xe/Me = 60 would correspond to 
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FIGURE 6. Mean temperature and r.m.8. temperature fluctuations at x1/M = 90; steady 

transverse temperature gradient generated with a heated grid. 
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FIQURE 7. Temperature autocorrelation (in time, with a single probe) and two-point correlation 
curves at z J M  = 90 for a linear streamwise gradient : 0, normal to gradient (r, is probe spacing) ; 
+ , along gradient (autocorrelation: rl = Oh) .  
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FIQURE 9. Development of the turbulent heat-transfer correlation coefficient. + , -pBuzr heated grid 
(dp/dx, = 4.1 "C/m); 0, -pRu2, heated screen a t  xl/M = 22 (dT/dx, = 4.3 "C/m); 0, POul, 
streamwise gradient (dF/dxl = -3.7 "C/m). From Sirivat & Warhaft: 0, -pour, heated screen a t  
x,/M = 10(dF/dx, = 2.2 "C/m); @, -POur, heating done ip plenum box (dp/dx, = 3.68 "C/m). 

x l / M  = 31 in the present investigation). Thus in the present investigation the 
presumably initial skew temperature difference must have decayed significantly until 
z l / M  = 45, and from this point downstream it developed (see figure lob) owing to 
turbulent action. In  figure 10 (a) the r.m.s. temperature derivatives (taken from the 
rl = 1.4 mm values) were nearly constant for x J M  >, 83 at about 2.5 times the 
mean-temperature gradient. Also, the component along the gradient and a component 
normal to the gradient were about equal for r l  = 4.2 mm and r3 = 4 mm respectively. 
The skewness of the transverse temperature difference could not be resolved because 
of poor signal-to-noise ratios. In  principle it should be zero because of symmetry. 
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above. 

Figures 11 (a,b) have, for the transverse mean-temperature gradient case, the 
development of the r.m.8. temperature differences normalized with the mean- 
temperature gradient, and the development of skewness of the temperature differ- 
ences. In  figure 11 (a)  all three temperature differences are shown for a probe spacing 
of about 4 mm, and are within 10 yo of one another for x l / M  2 83, with the transverse 
component normal to the gradient being the largest and the streamwise component 
the smallest for all X J M .  An average r.m.9. temperature derivative extrapolated from 
the data was nearly constant for x l / M  2 100 having a value 1.8 times the mean- 
temperature gradient. Figure l l ( b )  shows that the skewness of the temperature 
difference along the gradient increased with x J M ,  while the components perpendicular 
to the gradient were essentially zero for all x J M ,  as expected from symmetry. 
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4. Further analysis of results 
4.1. The temperature microscale 

Figure 12 compares the development of A,/h, for four different experiments. Sirivat 
& Warhaft (1983) obtained the denominator of 

ng, = 28/(ae/aq,  (1) 

from (a6/azl)2, while in the present investigation the temperature derivative com- 
ponent along the mean gradient was used in each case. A, is computed from the 
conventional velocity-decay law (see e.g. Hinze 1975) 

FIGURE 11. Development of some temperature-difference statistics in a steady linear transverse 
gradient. (a) [(Ae/Ar,)2/(d~/d’ldzz)z]~, symbols as in figure 10. [ ( A e / ~ , ) 2 / ( d ~ / d s , ) z ~ :  + , 
rP = 4 mm; x ,  2.5mm. [(Ae/Ar,)z/(d~/dz,)9]:: @, r3 = 4 mm. ( b )  +, x ; So,,. 0 ;  so,,. 0; &,,. 
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FIQURE 12. Development of the ratio of the temperature microscale to the transverse microscale 

of the velocity fluctuation u, in the heated-screen experiments. Symbols as in figure 9. 

using the relationship 
lOV(X, - xo)  

On, A; = 9 

for isotropic turbulence, where in the present investigation 

A, = 0.64, n, = 1.2, xo = 5, 

(3) 

and v is the kinematic viscosity. 

Corrsin (1951) gave the theoretical estimate 
All four cases appear to attain asymptotic values in the range 0.9 < Ae/A, < 1.2. 

x (:)' x 1.6 (for air), (4) 

((r is the Prandtl number) for fully isotropic turbulence and scalar fields, in two 
limiting cases of both very low and very high Reynolds and P6clet numbers. The 
theoretical estimate is high by the order of 50 %. Of course, in the data plotted both 
the Reynolds and P6clet numbers have intermediate values, and the temperature field 
is not even locally isotropic. Shirani, Feniger & Reynolds (1981) obtain &/A, in 
isotropic turbulence with an isotropic scalar field by a numerical Naviel-Stokes 
calculation for three different Prandtl numbers and three intermediate Reynolds 
numbers. Interpolating linearly between their data for cr = 0.2 and cr = 1.0 for the 
Prandtl number of air at room temperature ((r = 0.7) results in Ae/A, = 0.96+0.01 
over the range 3 < RA < 22. In  the present investigation RA was 28 at xl/M = 100. 

4.2. The development of temperature jluctuatiom 
Figure 13 contains present and earlier measurements on the development of tem- 
perature fluctuations in nearly isotropic turbulence with a linear mean-temperature 
gradient (either transverse or streamwise). No serious attempt is made here to 
collapse the data into one curve; however, to accommodate the wide range of 
- mean-temperature gradients (2.2-25 "C/m) and the differences in grid geometry, 
e2 was simply scaled with (Mdp/dxJ2. Wiskind (1962), Alexopoulos & Keffer (1971) 
and Venkataramani t Chevray (1978) heated the rods in the turbulence-generating 
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grid to produce linear transverse temperature gradients. These data present consid- 
erable transverse inhomogeneities of the temperature-fluctuation field as well as 
appreciable anisotropy , presumably due to  the negative velocity-temperature co- 
variance in the wakes of the rods (see Warhaft & Lumley 1978). The data from Sirivat 
& Warhaft (1982) correspond to  a linear transverse gradient produced by either a 
heated screen placed a t  x,/M = 10, or by an array of heating ribbons within the 
wind-tunnel plenum box. 

Some insight into the development of e’i can be obtained by considering its balance 
equation (Greek indices not summed) from Corrsin (1952) : 

production turbulent molecular conductive 
transport transport destruction 

where D/Dt is the ‘ mean Stokes derivative ’. 
The molecular-transport term was estimated from present data on the development 

of the temperature variance, and turned out to  be about lo-’ times the production 
term a t  XJM = 100. The turbulent-transport term was estimated from data on 
e2u,/e2u; measured in a homogeneous shear flow with a steady and uniform 
transverse temperature gradient (Tavoularis 1978a), being about times the 
production term at xJM = 100. Neglecting these small transport effects and using 
the isotropic expression for the destruction term (the measurements show that, 
in spite of local temperature anisotropy, the three mean-squared temperature 
derivatives are approximately equal), (5) becomes 

- -  

FIGURE 13. Development of F .  Heated grids: X ,  Wiskind; *, Alexopoulos & Keffer; Y, 
Venkatararnani & Chevray; + , present investigation. Heated screens: symbols as in figure 9. 
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where the correlation coefficient is defined as 

and y is the thermal diffusivity. It is seen in figure 12 that asymptotically we have 
the empirical result 

A; 
A;' 

f = - a constant. 

With (2) and (3), (6) takes the form 

Here we have replaced aO/ax1 by d8/dxl in order to .focus on the ideal transversely 
homogeneous case. 

Assuming also that POu, attains a constant asymptotic value (see figure 9), (7) can be 
integrated to yield 

-o.sn,/u& +nu+] 
MdF/dxa 8' + 6 ( v )  

The constants in (8) are 

where the boundary condition 8' = 0; at x1 = xr has been used. 
When dF/dxa = 0,  (8) can be written as the decay law 

(9) 

Data from several investigators for uniformly heated grids were summarized by 
Sreenivasan et al. (1980), and the tendency to simple power laws for @ decay found 
by earlier investigators was confirmed, although the downstream distance ranges were 
only a decade or less ; future experiments over greater distances may not even yield 
power laws. 

When the heat was introduced by extremely low-solidity screens downstream of 
the turbulence-generating grids, again power-law decay rates of @ could be fitted in 
all cases, over the rather limited distances of the experiments (less than a decade in 
distance and in most cases less than a decade in P) .  Restricting to cases in which the 
heating screens were far enough behind the grid to be in moderately homogeneous 
turbulence (e.g. xs/N 2 20), there is evidence that the power-law exponent may 
depend on the ratio of velocity-field scale to screen mesh, and hence the temperature- 
field scale (see Warhaft & Lumley 1978, where the 'mandoline' heating screen was 
an array of parallel wires). This dependence was not detectable in the data of 
Sreenivasan et al., where the heating screen had square meshes, and where the data 
were limited to cases in which the screen mesh was smaller than the grid mesh. 
Plotting in terms of distance from the heating screen rather than distance from 
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the turbulence-generating grid seemed to reduce the variability of the @ decay 
exponent. It seems quite plausible that (as pointed out by Sirivat t Warhaft 1982) 
the relative decay rates should depend upon the relative scales; in particular, the @ 
history of a thermal field having its scale initially much larger then the velocity field 
scale might be expected to be different from the history of a thermal-field scale 
much smaller than the velocity-field sca1e.t 

Far downstream of the grid and the heating screen the first term on the right-hand 
side of (8) will be negligible, so 

83 Z S ~ ( ~ )  xl-xo 2-na . 
(MdP/dxJ2 

Data from the present investigation and from Sirivat 6 Warhaft (1983) have been 
plotted on log-log axes in figure 14, along with the respective curves given by (lo), 
with S being calculated from measured values Ofp,ua, he/A,, and the velocity-decay-law 
constants. Three of the four cases agree well asymptotically with their respective 
curves, while data from the present transverse-gradient experiment agrees in slope 
but not in intercept. Another curve from (10) is shown (the dashed one) for the present 
transverse-gradient experiment, but in this case 6 was calculated from the measured 
value of n2 and the value of @ at xl/M = 100. This illustrates that the development of 
O2 can be roughly predicted by knowing only the velocity-decay-law exponent and 
the value of 

- 

at one downstream position. 

4.3. The temperature-fluctwltion-derivative statistics 
Gibson et al. (1977) found from a number of empirical cases of turbulent shear flows 
with transverse temperature gradients that the sign of the appreciable skewness of 
the temperature-fluctuation derivative 8,1 always followed the relation 

where el is the unit vector in the x1 direction (the dominant flow direction) and 
is the mean vorticity. In the special case of nearly parallel mean isotherms nearly 
normal to the x, direction, this reduces to 

Tavoularis t Corrsin (1981) confirmed this form, and found the additional relations 

They also showed that a simple, qualitative random displacement model could 
account for the observed signs of the derivative skewness factors in the sorts of flows 
that have mean shear and mean transverse temperature gradients. We have reported 
here the new experimental results that the temperature-gradient fluctuations develop 
appreciable skewness even in the absence of mean shear, that a mean-temperature 
gradient is all that is required. It turns out that the Tavoularis-Corrsin qualitative 
model can account for these appreciable SeZ, values as well. Figure 15 illustrates this 

It is interesting that some relatively arbitrarily closed moment equations (via the ‘teat-field 
model’ and the ‘eddy-damped Markovian model’ used by Larcheveque et al. 1980) do give differing 
@ power-law exponents for differing initial conditions. 
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FIGURE 14. Comparison of data on the development of with curves from (10) for the four 
heated-screen cases from figure 13. One solid and one broken curve are plotted for the present 
transverse gradient experiment aa a result of two different methods of computing the integration 
constant 6 in (10) (see paragraph following (10)). 

in a streamwise mean-temperature gradient with no mean-velocity gradient. Consider 
a distinct fluid control volume that moves coherently, e.g. a roughly spherical ‘fluid 
lump’. If it makes a chance move in the positive z1 direction, i t  will develop a 
stagnation region on its downstream side. This stagnation region will also develop a 
locally increased temperature gradient along the z1 axis. When dF/dzl < 0, the 
resulting 8-trace will drop in the stagnation region, making (aO/as,)s < 0. Moreover, 
( a O / a ~ , ) ~  also becomes negative for a chance move in the negative 2, direction. With 
dp/dx, > 0, (aO/az,)* > 0. In conclusion, 

where i can be 1, 2 or 3 because the reasoning applies to caaes with the mean- 
temperature gradient in any single Cartesian direction. This indicates that, contrary 
to the conclusion of Sreenivasan & Tavoularis (1980), mean shear is not necessary for 
the development of a non-zero temperature-gradient skewness. It is a non-trivial 
result that this type of reasoning also gives the correct sign for velocity-fluctuation 
derivative skewness in unsheared turbulence. This is seen in the fluid-lump model by 
observing that the stagnation region always occurs on the side of the lump towards 
its direction of motion. As a result, locally sharp velocity drop-offs occur more 
frequently than sharp rises, and (3ul/az1)s < 0. Similar reasoning produces the more 
general result, jZiJ7iQ < o (no sum on i). 

5. Concluding remarks 
In  the present experiments meaaurements were made in grid turbulence with a 

uniform mean-temperature gradient parallel or perpendicular to the flow direction. 
The mean-temperature gradient parallel to the flow direction was generated by a 
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FIQURE 15. Qualitative explanation of the observed non-zero 
skewness of the temperature-fluctuation derivative. 

pulsed heating screen, a new technique which should prove useful in future investi- 
gations of heat flux in other types of flows. 

The development of the temperature variance was measured and compared with 
earlier measurements furthermore it was shown that the development can be 
predicted with knowledge only of the velocity-decay exponent and one downstream 
temperature-variance value. The turbulent heat-transfer correlation coefficient was 
measured for both mean-temperature-gradient directions and attained asymptotic 
magnitudes between 0.7 and 0.8. It would be of interest to  study further heat flux 
in the presence of non-uniform gradients, where turbulent and molecular transport 
are presumably more significant. 

The variances of the temperature-fluctuation derivatives were measured and found 
to  be approximately equal. Also from this data, the ratio of the temperature 
microscale to  the Taylor velocity microscale was computed and attained asymptot- 
ically constant values that ranged between 0.9 and 1.2 for four different kinds of 
screen heating. 

The skewnesses of the temperature-fluctuation derivatives were measured and 
showed significant non-zero magnitudc in the component along the mean-temperature 
gradient, indicating that the temperature field was not locally isotropic. It would be 
desirable to study the fine-scale temperature field of these flows at higher Reynolds 
number. The Tavoularis-Corrsin qualitative exploitation of random displacement of 
a coherent structure can account for the sign of not only the skewness of the 
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temperature-fluctuation derivative in the absence of mean shear (a new empirical 
finding), but also for the long-known negative sign of the velocity-fluctuation 
derivative skewness in isotropic turbulence. 

We should like to thank Michael Walker for assistance in electronic circuit design, 
and to thank the referees for their suggestions and reminders. The work was 
supported by the U.S. National Science Foundation, Program on Atmospheric 
Sciences. 
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